
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Product ref.  FL – 02   Date: 16/2/20 
 

EnoMatic / EnoMaster vacuum bottle fillers  
 

Compact, self-contained bench-top units.   Bottles 
are placed under the nozzle and a special pump draws a 
vacuum, causing liquid to be sucked from your feed tank and 
filled into the bottle to a pre-set level.  Standard machines 
operate on 240V / 50H supply. 
 

The units are suitable for still liquids without large particles, 
including wines, spirits and liqueurs, bottle-conditioned beer, 
sauces, oils and thin purees, water, juices, toiletries and 
cleaning chemicals, of low and medium viscosity and are 
easily adaptable for most shapes and sizes of bottle. 
Suitable only for GLASS or other rigid-walled containers. 
 

Options available for small bottles ('mini'), 
narrow / long necks, jars, puree, oil, large 
containers up to 5 litre, hot filling, etc.  
 

Speed 250 – 1250 bottles per hour 
 

Enomaster filling water: Video HERE  
Enomatic Filling Oils : Video HERE & HERE 
Enomatic Filling water : Video HERE 

 

Example prices: 
 

1. EnoMatic FL02a   single-head vacuum fillers 
Machine with wine, oil or sauces nozzle (plastic)  £285 
Extra for mini, long-neck or jar nozzle (plastic)  plus £45 
Machine with stainless steel nozzle   plus £120 
Extra wine, oil or sauces nozzle kit (plastic)  £50 
Extra mini, long-neck or jar kit (plastic)    £85 
Extra stainless steel nozzle kit     £155 
Oil-bath filter for juice/sugary products    £75 
 
2. EnoMaster  FL02b  STAINLESS multi-head vacuum fillers 
2-head machine with wine, oil or sauces nozzle   £1,395 
4-head machine with wine, oil or sauces nozzle   £1,695 
Extra wine, oil or sauces nozzle kit , each   £155 
Pyrex vessel /hose upgrade for hot fill/clean      plus £180 
Triclamp inlet connection plus hosetail   plus £55 
Straining mesh disc at inlet     £30 
Clear plastic filter housing at inlet    £90 

Extra for PNEUMATIC vacuum pump   plus £200 
Oil-bath filter for juice/sugary products    £75 

 
Prices exclude delivery, commissioning and VAT 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5_iLkgtWHW0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oQv6Wwaff2M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_WTqHLpbe-0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0o8HSRqXYgw

